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Letter: NFTA electric buses benefit economy,
environment, lives
Mar 10, 2021
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T

he Sierra Club Niagara Group has been working closely with the Niagara
Frontier Transportation Authority for the past four years on the transition

to electric buses. Given that we would like to weigh in on Robert McCarthy’s
article – “NFTA takes first steps toward converting to electric buses.”
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McCarthy is correct in that electric buses reduce pollution, are quieter, have
lower maintenance costs and their costs will come down over time. However,
the advantages of the electric bus are even greater.
For instance, reducing pollution is critical for Buffalo. Our city is rated 24th in
asthma by the Asthma and Allergy Foundation of America. When children have
asthma attacks this often triggers doctor and/or emergency room visits, parents
are taken away from their work and this lowers productivity in the local
economy. A child’s absence from school impacts their education and reduces
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state aide to our local schools. These health care costs are shared by us as a
region due to these increased expenses.
According to studies by USC, the National Institutes of Health and others,
children living near highways have increased rates of Asthma and COPD, but
they also have slower overall mental, physical and lung development. In our
region, these challenges are found in communities that abut the Kensington and
the Peace Bridge. The pollution is so bad that the Buffalo Public School decided
to air condition P.S. #3 before any other school in the district because of it. By
no coincidence these communities around the highways are largely
communities of color.

We applaud the NFTA purchase of 10 electric buses. This is a huge step forward.
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The challenge now is for the electric buses to be routed through communities
who need them most, our communities of color that also happen to be the most
faithful NFTA riders.
Richard Steinberg
Zero Emission Bus Chair
Niagara Sierra Group
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Letter: Mychajliw is unwanted in the Town of Hamburg
Mar 7, 2021

I am a resident of Hamburg. I do not want Stefan Mychajliw running as my Town Supervisor, not because he is
a Republican but because of the dr…
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Letter: Trump is far from being one of the best presidents
Mar 8, 2021

Recently, in Everybody’s Column, a headline appeared “Trump is one of the best presidents in our history.” I
am guessing it is because he had …
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Letter: Trump should never again be allowed to run for office
Mar 11, 2021

In a recent Everybody’s Column the author indicates the impeachment of Donald Trump was a waste of time,
energy and money and would not help f…
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Letter: Give hair salon workers the Covid-19 vaccination
Feb 23, 2021

We are outraged with restaurants being added to vaccination eligibility before hair salons. Our industry has
been nearly destroyed and severel…
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Letter: Second Amendment letter makes exactly the right point
Mar 9, 2021

Martin Gugino’s recent letter in The Buffalo News regarding false arguments about the Second Amendment
was spot on. It’s good to see he is sta…
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Letter: Trump has brought pain upon this great nation
Mar 5, 2021

Steve Schmidt, Republican campaign manager for John McCain in 2008, had this to say in a recent interview
(he is running as a Democratic Senat…
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Letter: Cuomo is New York’s homegrown disaster
Mar 7, 2021

Gov. Andrew Cuomo is at it again. He can’t be honest about anything. He wrote a book telling us what a good
job he has done with the pandemic …
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Letter: Hamburg will ruin its view with proposed Amazon project
Mar 11, 2021

Why does an inspiring vision for Western New York Lake Erie waterfront end at Buffalo? A prime parcel less
than 20 minutes from downtown Buffa…
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Letter: Trump’s governing legacy evokes Benedict Arnold
Mar 7, 2021

He was an American military officer during the Revolutionary War whose courage and battle successes
catapulted him to the rank of major genera…
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Letter: We must ask ourselves, do we want democracy?
Mar 8, 2021

In 1787, a group of men in Philadelphia, after weeks of discussion and years of study (the Federalist Papers)
settled on a new document, the “…
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